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Marshall University Alumni Association
offers the following
merchandise for sale:
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DESCRIPTION
Marshall University: An Institution Comes of Age by
Dr. Charles Moffat. The history of Marshall ,
1837-1980. Sale price: $10.00.

" Cardina l In the Old Beech " cards (12 per box). Hap·
py Holidays, Get Well , blank note cards , Sympathy,
Congratula t ions, Happy Birt hday , and a mixed box.
Cost $5.00 per box .
Artwork by alumna Joan Pennington · 11 " x 16 "
print of Old Main (winter scene), $10.00. Numbered
and signed, $20.00 .
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UNIT
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POST AG El
HANDLING

3.00

0

TOTAL

DESCRIPTION

A

UNIT
PRICE

POSTAGE/
HANDLING

Boston Rocker and Arm Chair · Black Enamel Finish
(Not pictured). Call 304·696-2523 for details. Curren!
prices $180 (su bject to increase).
3.00

2.00

West Virginia Bicente nn ial Publication Historical
Almanac · The Cam Henderson Story, by Dr. Sam
Clagg , $10.00 ea.

3.00

3.00

" Rolling Thunder " Marshall University 1967 · 1987,
by Rick Nolte, Mickey Johnson , Rick Baumgartner,
$10.00.

3.00

" Marshall University Lamp", $195.00. Request
Brochure.

12 " (diameter) oak· and walnut-stained John Marshall seal, $30.00.

3.00

Old Main Fenton hand painted, glass bell, $30.00.

3.00

Brochure .

3.00

Mens & women 's Seiko Quartz wristwatch , $200.00.
Men's Seiko pocke t watch, $300.00.
Request Brochure.

" Cardinal In the Old Beech " painted by Huntington
artist Adele Thornton Lewis. The work depicts Marshall 's Old Main on a cold , clear, early spring afternoon. The 150 numbered prints sig ned by Ms. Lewis
are $100 each . Signed prints are $50. The prints are
22 " x 28 ", wit h an image size of 18 " x 24 ".

N.

"Marshall Memories" · A Pictorial of Marshall
University, 1837. 1987, by Ralph J. Turn er, $10.00.

Marshall University Vanity License Plates (WV
residents only) Request Brochure.

Cat's Meow has created Fairf ield Stadium for all
Marshall collectors, $12.00.

u

Pewter Christmas ornament , $15.00. Request

Women 's 10K gold ring , $250.00; 14K gold $295.00
- Men 's 10K gold ring, $325.00; 14K gold $395.00.
Request Brochure .

ORDER TOTAL

3.00

Telephone

Name
Address
City

State

If you prefer to pay by credit ca rd, fill in the following information :
Charge my order to VISA ___ or MasterCard ___
Credit Card Number
Signature

Zip Code

Expiration Date
Amount

Make checks payable to: Marshall University Alumni Association
Mail to: Office of Alumni Affairs , Marshall University, 400 Hal Greer Boulevard , Huntington , WV 25755-6200
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J. Wade Gilley
New president earns high marks
for meeting challenges at MU.
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Sept. 7, 1991
More than 33,000 fans attended
the inaugural game in the new
Marshall stadium.

Dr. Marco
For five-and-a-half years, Allen
Young, as Marco, electrified fans
with his outrageous stunts and
antics. Today, he is concentrating
on his medical studies.

Leading the way
A combination of innovation and
dedication puts Marshall on the
map in the quest to improve health
care to rural America.
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The Evangelist
Dr. Robert B. Walker practices
what he preaches - rural health
care.
ON THE COVER
Alumnus Lonnie G . Thompson ('70)
took this photo at Pucahirca in the
Peruvian Andes in 1991 as his
research team assembled a satellitelinked weather station to obtain
meteorological records in preparation for drilling an ice core at the site
in 1993.

I

Global Warming
Lonnie G. Thompson and his

wife, the former Ellen Mosley,
seek answers to climatic changes
through ice core study.

NEW PRESIDENT EARNS HIGH MARKS FOR MEETING CHALLENGES AT MU
By TIM R. MASSEY

Checking out a book at the
Morrow Library gives Dr. Gilley
an opportunity to visit with
his wife, Nanna. The Marshall first
lady works two days a week as a
volunteer at the university
library and another two days as a
tutor for the HELP center.
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For a man who nearly flunked a higher
math course in high school, Marshall President J. Wade Gilley has been getting high
marks for his adeptness with a sharp budget
pencil during his first months on the job.
During January's hearing before the
West Virginia Legislature, State Senator
Sondra Lucht of Berkeley County said she
was "very favorably impressed" with Gilley after he explained Marshall's financial
plight. That's no small praise from Lucht,
who has been called the meanest member
of the Legislature.
On the job since last August, the native
of southwestern Virginia has been praised

by the University of West Virginia Board of
Trustees and the news media for his forthrightness in dealing with Marshall's severe
budgetary problems.
Michael Kennedy, a Marshall graduate
and a columnist for The (Huntington)
Herald-Dispatch surmised that the only
mistake Gilley made during his first six
months on campus was taking the job in
the first place.
Gilley, a big man with the rare ability
to laugh at himself, chuckled when he read
Kennedy's column. He says he came to
Marshall fully aware that his first year
would be fraught with financial problems.

But, the veteran educator also saw enormous potential in West Virginia's secondlargest university.
"I have been on many campuses over
the years, and you always hear about financial problems," Gilley said, relaxing behind
his cluttered desk. "But, it took me only a
few minutes during my visit at Marshall to
realize that what they were saying was true.
"Not only is Marshall seriously underfunded, the university had some structural
budgetary problems that needed to be
taken care of."
No stranger to challenges during a
career that includes three stints as a college president and four years as Virginia's
Secretary of Education, Gilley began to
chip away at a projected $1.4 million
budget shortfall.
One of his first actions last September
was to take a pay cut. He donated $5,545
- the difference between his $89,500 salary and the one paid his predecessor, Dale
F. Nitzschke - to faculty development. He
challenged the faculty to match his contribution and urged the community to join
the fund-raising effort.
Soon afterward, Gilley reorganized the
president's office and reduced his staff by
three positions. He estimated the change
would save about $88,000 the first year.
"I accepted the salary cut because I
knew we had some serious budget problems," Gilley said. "It wasn't because I
couldn't find some use for $5,000. It was
a signal to everybody that I thought we
were in serious trouble. That's also why
I reorganized my office. I wanted to set an
example for others to follow."
Since then, Gilley' s financial belttightening has gotten so stringent that
even he concedes there probably aren't
any more notches.
He instituted a strict hiring freeze, cut
back on travel expenses and clamped
down on equipment purchases .
More recently, effective Jan. 1, 1992,
Gilley enacted a 35 percent cut on existing

operating capital to squeeze out enough
money to offset a 1 percent budget cut on
higher education announced by Gov.
Gaston Caperton.
Gilley also announced that the university could not afford to operate the new Fine
and Performing Arts building if it opened
as scheduled on Feb. 15. So, Gilley said the
facility's long-awaited opening would have
to be postponed until July 1.

'I think we have
demonstrated that we are
willing to do what we can
to live within our means.
We hope people will be
more responsive when we
come to them for help.'

Other proposals being contemplated
include reducing summer school by one
week and charging students a $5 percredit-hour surcharge on summer classes.
Still, the university faces a deficit of about
$600,000 - an amount Gilley hopes to get
from the state Legislature this term.
"I know how disappointed a lot of
people are about delaying the opening of
the arts center, but we just don' t have the
$75,000 it would take to operate the building five months," Gilley said, leaning back
in his chair. "My main objective is to get
through this fiscal year without a budget
deficit.
"We started this year with a carryover
shortfall somewhere between $800,000 and
$1 million. We hope we can start the next
budget with a clean slate."
An adept communicator as evinced
from his long list of published articles and

books, Gilley is developing a strategy by taking his budget actions to the news media.
"I think almost everyone in West Virginia now knows that Marshall has some
serious financial problems," Gilley said .
"Everyone I have talked with - the
governor, the Legislature, the Board of
Trustees and the people - have been very
supportive of our efforts.
"I think we have demonstrated that
we are willing to do what we can
to live within our means. We hope
people will be more responsive
when we come to them for help. "
All of Gilley' s mathematical
calculations must have some of his
classmates at Fries (pronounced
freeze) High School scratching
their heads. Is this the same man
who had a "D" in Algebra II as a
junior and had to take a correspondence course in trigonometry to
enter Virginia Tech?
Yes, and it's the same man
who earned three engineering
degrees at VPI, including a Ph.D.
in environmental engineering
highlighted by the university's outstanding
dissertation.
"Not bad for a guy who almost flunked
Algebra II, huh?" Gilley asked with a wink.
" I owe a lot of it to a teacher I had in my
senior year at Fries, Mrs. Burnett. She gave
me confidence that I could do about anything I set out to do. I made an 'A' in plane
geometry and senior English from her that

year.
"She broke everything down to the fundamentals. She would teach a concept all
week and then test us, and then go to
another concept. It made a world of
difference. "
Although his career in higher education
has taken him away from the little mill town
on the New River, Gilley has not lost his distinctive accent or the treasure chest of memories from growing up in Fries.
"Fries was about 40 miles south of
Gilley • 3

Photo by Melissa Limle

President Gilley plays one-on-one
with Donnie Jones, graduate
assistant basketball coach .

Bluefield as the crow files, but it was about
a two-hour drive by car," he said. "I used
to tell my kids stories about Fries when we
were on long trips and they think it was
the greatest place in the world to grow up.
As far as I'm concerned, they're not too far
wrong. It was a mill town, and the company provided a lot of things.
"In 1921, the mill built a first-rate athletic facility with a gymnasium, bowling
alley and swimming pool. I used to box,
play basketball and bowl for five cents a
line. You could bowl for nothing if you
could get someone to set the pins for you.
I made a lot of money setting pins."
4 • Marshall Alumnus

It was in that setting that Gilley grew
to love sports. His father, a lanky carpenter
named Woodrow Gilley, was a basketball
standout in high school.
"He had to quit school his senior year
because his father died of spinal meningitis," Gilley recalled. "Dad was the oldest of
seven children and he had to help feed the
family. He was 6-foot-5, which was very tall
for that time, and he had a scholarship to
Emory and Henry College. But he never
had a chance to finish school:'
Only two inches shorter than his
father, Gilley was captain of Fries' football
team and later played a year at VPI. He also
was on the wrestling team at Fries, played
some semi-professional baseball, and tried
amateur boxing.

"I boxed this big guy from North Carolina and he hit me in the chest and knocked
all the wind out of me," he said. "It scared
me. I thought I was dying. I didn't box
much after that:'
Growing up in an area so far from
Richmond, Gilley said he had a close
affinity with West Virginia. One of his most
memorable visits to the Mountain State
occurred in 1952 during his sophomore
year in high school. He and two friends
ski pped school and hitchhiked to Bluefield
to see an exhibition baseball game between
the old Boston Braves and the Boston Red
Sox .
"Times were different back then;' he
said . "We had the time of our lives. We got
to go down on the field and meet the
players. I got autographs from Ted Williams,
Warren Spahn, Eddie Matthews and Lew
Burdette. We went to school the next day and
got suspended a week for cutting class.
"But, that wasn't all bad. It was spring
and I lived across the tracks from New
River."
Gilley also can remember attending
West Virginia's State Fair in Lewisburg for
several yea rs as a child.
"It was several years before I knew that
Virginia's fair was in Richmond," he said.
"I think that is why I have a unique perspective of West Virginia. The people in this
area are so much like the ones I grew up
with in Fries."
The walls in Gilley's office on the second floor of Old Main are filled with memorabilia of his short stay on campus. He has
framed a parking ticket he received from
a university security officer shortly after he
arrived.
He also has framed a cartoon that
appeared in the student newspaper, The
Parthenon, shortly after he arrived at Marshall. It depicts Gilley on campus, wearing a freshman beanie and whistling,
blissfully unaware that he is about to be
mugged by a bad-news bandit hidden
behind a wall.
If the cartoonist had known Gilley better he would have realized that the 53-yearold Virginian is anything but naive. Gilley
came to Marshall with a game plan to turn
it into the ideal interactive university.

He wrote a book on the subject in 1990
that describes an interactive university as
one that "rolls up its sleeves and works with
the people it's supposed to serve and helps
them solve their problems:' In that book:

Th e Interactive University: A Source of American Revitalization, Gilley lists Marshall as an
institution with potential .
A devoted family man, Gilley was ready
for a move after a highly successful nine
years as executive vice president at George
Mason University in Fairfax, Va. During that
time, George Mason was transformed from
a small state college into a recognized
university with 20,000 students.
He and his wife of 30 years, Nanna,
finally had no children at home. Their
24-year-old daughter, Cheryl, had graduated from George Mason law school in 1991.
And, their son J. Wade Jr., 20, was living on
campus as a second-year engineering
student.
'1 said now that the children knew what
they wanted to do with their lives, what
were Mom and Dad going to do?" Gilley
said, laughing. "My position at George
Mason was ideal for me when Cheryl and
Wade Jr. were at home. It afforded me time
to spend with them.
"Earlier, Cheryl and Wade were both
active in tennis, and we drove them all over
the East Coast. Later, when Wade played
basketball, I went to nearly all his games."
Cheryl, a former captain of George
Mason's girls' tennis team, was married last
August. She is currently practicing law in
Reston, Va.
Wade, a strapping 6-foot-5 inch blond,
gave up basketball for an academic career.
"Everything worked out well at George
Mason," Mrs. Gilley said. '1'he children
played sports that Wade liked, and it
allowed us to share a lot of time with them:'
The Gilleys have brought the same
kind of togetherness to their new assignment at Marshall. Mrs. Gilley, a former
high school teacher who only last year
completed a master's in business administration, works two days a week as a volunteer at the university library and another
two days as a tutor for the HELP Center
where she works with dyslexic students.

About three days a week, the Gilleys
get in an evening of exercise at the Henderson Center. Gilley lifts weights and
plays basketball. Mrs. Gilley keeps trim by
working out on exercise equipment.
"I've played with the classified (staff)
people several times, but I can play only
about one full-court game with those
young guys," Gilley said . "The faculty
games are more my speed. Once in a
while, I might play a pickup game with the

generated by the football team ."
Gilley likens the hours he spends on
campus to "time on the shop floor" that
is necessary for him to better understand
the university.
"Clark Kerr (noted California educator)
said that one of the failings of American
education is that presidents of universities
aren't familiar enough with their product to
talk about it intelligently;' Gilley said. "I
don't want to be guilty of that."
When Gilley leaves campus,
his wife often acts as his chauffeur. "We haven't had that many
long trips," Mrs. Gilley said. "But,
I now know the way to Logan,
Williamson and Pineville."
The university's first family
also has found time to be active
in Huntington. They are members
of Fifth Avenue Baptist Church
and Guyan Golf and Country
Club. He has joined the Huntington Rotary Club and the West Virginia Roundtable. She is on the
Huntington Goodwill Industries
Board of Directors.
In his short stay in Huntington, Gilley said the city and its
people have made a strong
impression on him .
"I've never been in a place
where so many people have left
and come back; ' he said. "I've met a lot of
Marshall graduates at ball games and at
other functions who have moved away but
would love to come back.
"That speaks well for both Marshall
and the town. On the other hand , it
presents a challenge for us to get into economic development. That's an important
role for the university - to make the economy better so that our graduates can stay
here if they want to."
It's that kind of challenge that attracted
J. Wade Gilley to Marshall.

'I've never been in a place
where so many people have
left and come back. . . . That
speaks well for both
Marshall and the town. On
the other hand, it presents a
challenge for us . . . to make
the economy better so that
our graduates can stay
here if they want to.'
students in Gullickson Hall. Most of them
know who I am and call me 'Doc:
"One night I was playing, and it was
evident that one of the boys didn't know
who I was. I hesitated and couldn't decide
whether to shoot or to pass, and he yelled,
'Go ahead and shoot it, Pops.' "
Between all the budget meetings and
other functions on campus, the Marshall
president makes it a point to attend most
home football and basketball games. He was
at the university's new stadium for all 10
home game victories, and he was on hand
for the Thundering Herd's NCAA Division
I-AA national championship game against
Youngstown State in Statesboro, Ga.
'The football season took a lot of heat
off me," he said. 'J\nd, it's helping Dwight
Freeman, too. It would have been a depressing fall on campus without the excitement

Tim R. Massey earned his A. B. degree at Marshall in 1967 and his M.A. degree in journalism in 1972. He is a staff reporter with The
Herald-Dispatch in Huntington.
Gilley • 5

After at least 20 years of waiting ,
wishing and anticipating , the new Marshall University football stadium became
a reality on Sept. 7, 1991 .
Marshall's new facility , with a
seating capacity of 28,000, ranks as the
third-largest on-campus stadium in Division I-AA and sixth-largest overall in the
division .
The stadium 's amenities
place it in a select class -- luxury sky boxes, an abundance
of restroom facilities , more
parking , and a facilities building that will be ready for the
1992 season.
Even though all the concrete, bricks and raw materials
molded together to form the
stadium, the site only came to
life when 33, 116 fans flooded
the gates to see Marshall down
New Hampshire 24-23 in the
inaugural game .
Taking on the higherranked New Hampshire team ,
the Thundering Herd built a
lead but then had to hold on to
win in the last 30 seconds . The
thrills and heroics on the field
capped a full day of
excitement.
A train from Logan, carrying more than 1,200 fans , including
several state dignitaries, unloaded a
block away from the stadium. After the
victory , fans were treated to a fireworks
display.
The inaugural game victory was
the first in a string of 10 victories during
the 1991 season . With the home field
advantage, a winning tradition was
established as the Thundering Herd
went undefeated in its new Herd
Heaven . The string included seven
regular-season home games and three
playoff games as the Herd stampeded
to the national championship game in
Statesboro, Ga. Though its bid at the

By MARLA RODRIQUEZ
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national championship fell short, the
Herd finished the season 11-2 and as
runner-up to the national crown .

1. & 2. Reba Aabury
(now Fllzgerald) waa
Homecoming queen In
1941 . At right. Mrs.
Fltzgnld, a l'8lldent of

Monroe, N.C.,
congratulate8 the 1991

Homecomi"9 queen,
Melinda Foster of

Scarbro, w.va.

3. The 54-foot by

37-foot acore board featuraa a four-color rnatrli'

The Old and the New
FAIRFIELD
17,300

NEW STADIUM
28,000 including 4,332 chairback seats

Sky Suites

14 small outdoor boxes maximum
capacity / box= 10

20 deluxe, indoor suites. Includes wet bar, closed-circuit TV, high-tech audio
system , and plush seating for 12-36 people.

Scoreboard

Basic with no advertising; no
message center.

37'X54', 3-panel advertising, advertising display, and 4-color matrix message
center.

Press Box

Seated 36 press members. No
working area or lounge.

Seats 75 press members. Includes media hospitality lounge and large
working area. Photo deck is 60-foot-long, extending out from press box.
Built for TV as well as still-shot cameras.

PA System

2 speakers on top of the scoreboard.

8 state-of-the-art strategically directed speakers encompassing entire
stadium.

Capacity

Concession Stands 5 stands; 20 point of service
locations. Limited independent
vendors.
Parking / Tailgating Less than 600 adjacent to the
stadium. Limited on-street
parking.
Handicapped

10 limited spaces in end zone.

14 well-appointed stands; 78 point of service locations. A minimum of 5
additional independent vendors and "Hawkers" in the stands.
More than 1,100 spaces surrounding the stadium. Several thousand more
spaces within a three-block radius of the stadium. Also a ''Tent City'' tailgate
area 112-block from stadium .
Up to 300 handicapped can be seated in prime areas throughout the
stadium.

In recognition of his record five-and-ahalf year career as an exuberant mascot
Marco, Allen Young has been honored
with the retirement of his jersey. It hangs
alongside jerseys of Marshall greats Hal
Greer, John Taft, Walt Walowac and Karen
Pelfrey .
Young electrified Marshall fans. His outrageous stunts and antics sent crowds into
frenzies . Young, who completed his second year at the Marshall School of Medicine in May, said retiring was difficult, but
he must concentrate on medical studies.
Although undecided about the field in
which he will specialize or where he will

By MARY M. THOMASSON
practice, he said he is considering practicing medicine in Huntington with offices at
home in Hamlin, Lincol n County, W.Va .
Young, 24, said he misses being Marco,
his alter-ego. " Marco was me, " he said
adamantly. " I put myself into the skits,

and I am just as goofy as Marco."
The persona allowed him to behave in
ways most people can only fantasize
about. He cheered from atop the press
boxes at Fairfield Stadium and rode a
motorcycle onto the field . He gave props
to children and fans after games. Under his
influence, Marco became Col. Marco of
Kentucky Fried Eagle, rapper M.C. Hammer, The Road Warrior wrestler and Elvis,
among others.
He took Marco's message to the streets
of Huntington before a foo tball game in
1987. As Marco, Young pedaled a child 's
bicycle from his apartment to Fairfield
while wearing a T-shirt that read: "Follow
Me to Fairfield ."
In his last performances at the 1991
NCAA Division I-AA play off games in the
Marshall stadium, Young transformed the
versatile buffalo into an ominous-looking
Marconator, complete with chrome,

Above, medical student Allen
" Marco" Young attends a review
prior to a pharmacology exam.
Left , Marco performs his prizewinning "Great Balls of Fire" skit at
the 1990 Universal Cheerleading
Association's national mascot
competition.
8 • Marshall Alumnus

artillery and a glowing red eye (not to be
confused with Arnold Schwarzenegger' s
"Terminator" ). With one hand waving a
rifle and the other steering a bicycle, Marconator raced on to the wet fi eld, claiming
Herd dom ination as fans went w ild .
Young's most vivid memories include
the thousa nds of fans
each week responding to his skits
with enthusiastic
screa ms. "Now
I have thousands
of friends, and I

he said.
Despite
his popularity,
Young insists he is
not extraordinary . H e
was Marco longer than
anyone - six football
and five basketball
seasons. The dean ' s
list student entertained for three years prior to receiving a
full athletic scholarship, the only one for
a mascot of which he is aware.
Fans said farewell to him in 1990, but he
returned to triumph as the Universal Cheerleading Association's national mascot
champion after performing Jerry Lee Lewis'
" Great Balls of Fire" on a flaming mockup baby grand piano. He received the key
to the City of Huntington, and April 14,
1990, was declared "Allen Young Day."
In previou s national competitions he
placed 13th and in the top 10. " They
would not tell me exactly where I placed,"
he said.
He even stole the show on other teams'
turf. " I did skits at away games, w hich is
u sually not done, and it drove the other
teams and their fans nuts because I
upstaged them, " he said . At his expense,
he traveled to a few away games to boost
spirit in support for the Herd.
Young cheered through two national
football championship games and the

In keeping with the theme " The Memories and Magic of Marshall " and to commemorate the video release of " Fantasia ," Marco dressed as Mickey Mouse in the
famed Disney movie for Homecoming 1991 in the new stadium. In his tribute to Elvis,
Marco danced to (Hunk-a Hunk-a) " Burning Love " during a 1989 basketball game.
'' Marconator, ' ' Allen Young 's adaptation of the ' 'Terminator,'' performed at the first
playoff game in the new Marshall stadium . The skit was one of Young 's favorite.

basketball team's most recent Southern
Conference championship win . He juggled
finals until the d ay before his las t game,
the 1991 NCAA Divisio n I-AA Football
Championship in Georgia .
" In the last quarter, it began to sink in
that I'll never do it aga in," he said . " I
thank the footba ll tea m and Jim Donnan
for giving me those
extra games. "
He made
hundreds of
appearances
as Marco
at schools,
Special
Olympics
and

/
,/

other community events. Th e longer he
was Marco, the more in demand and the
busier he became. " I did it because they
asked me, and I wanted to make them
laugh and feel good," he said . "My main
job was to touch the kid in everyone. "
People in the Marshall community
wanted to know all about the master of
crazy stunts. A bit of a celebrity, he has
several scrapbooks of articles abo ut himself. His face is so familiar that strangers
approach him to talk, and he always does.
" I did the best I could and hoped people would appreciate it," he said. " It ' s
wonderful when people acknowledge you
for a job well done. "
Marco was not the only "fu n job" Young
has had . As Huntington Cubs ' mascot

Harry Beary, Young entertained fans of the
baseball team during the past two summers.
Rock and roll is another passion he takes
seriously. He is a singer and lead electric guitarist with The Hard Times Band. The rockand-roll group performed last summer at the
Charleston Regatta and is scheduled for
more concerts. Young also writes music and
plays the piano and drums.
During his tenure as Marco, Young
became friends with Keith and Nicki Osburn
of Huntington . A 1971 Marshall alumnus
who teaches art at Wayne High School,
Keith assisted Young in engineering props.
Nicki said Young is a master at reaching
out to people and inspiring them. "Allen
really likes people and knows how to make
you feel good, which will help make him a
good physician," she said.
His long list of friends can remember Allen
Young/Marco when they stroll the administrative hallway of Henderson Center and see
the retired jersey that fit Young so well.

Mary M. Thomasson earned her
B.A. deg ree from Marshall's
W. Page Pitt School of Journalism
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arshall Kelps lead the way,
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blazing new trails with teamwork and
innovative programs .

"THE GENERIC AMERICAN
MEDICAL SCHOOL DOES
almost everything it can to discourage
students from going into primary
care.''
TOM JOHNSON, M.D .
associate dean , Michigan State University
College of Human Medicine

The statistics are grim: a federal
study showed that only 6 percent of
medical school graduates between 1976
and 1985 went to the rural areas that
hold 25 percent of the nation's
population .
" If we were suddenly tomorrow
to reform the system and grant health
insurance cards to everyone, it would
help very little in many rural areas
because there would be no doctor to
hand the card to, " Jeffrey Human,
director of the federal Office for Rural
Health Policy, recently told the Senate
Special Committee on Aging.
Unfortunately, rural needs collide
head-on with a well-entrenched urban/
suburban-oriented medical education
system, Walker says. To compensate,
Marshall and a few other medical
schools have taken a new tack, deviating from traditional structure and teaching to focus on primary care, the
front-line specialties of medicine.

"WHEN YOU LOOK AT THE
PERFORMANCE OF MEDICAL
school graduates who go into primary
care and rural areas, you see huge
differences from medical school to
medical school. Marshall is one of a
dozen or so schools with a strong
emphasis on primary care and rural
practice, and it's among the top dozen
or so schools in the number of graduates actually entering rural practice."
JEFFREY HUMAN
director of the Office of Rural Health Policy

Two-thirds of Marshall's graduates enter residencies in the primarycare fields such as internal medicine,
pediatrics, obstetrics/gynecology and, of
course, family practice.
Last year, Marshall ranked second
in the nation in the percentage of
graduates entering family practice
residencies.
These results are no accident.
They spring from a long-term
process that starts before students enter
medical school. Applicants from rural
areas and those who plan to practice in
small communities receive special consideration in the selection process.
The four years that follow provide
a curriculum rich in primary-care
opportunities and applications.
"We were actually teaching
health care for rural communities in the

Marshall faculty members, alumni and programs
have been featured on Cable News Network,
Lifetime Medical Television and CBS' "48 Hours,"
among others.

classroom long before anyone anywhere
else that I know of, taking students in
their early stages to rural communities, " says Walker. From day one, Marshall has required its students to spend
at least a month working in a well-run
rural practice, and many students have
chosen to spend far longer.

"THE WHOLE IDEA OF
USING COMMUNITY HEALTH
sites as training sites is absolutely
essential."
ROBERT VAN HOOK
of the National Rural Health Association

Bob Walker helped write the book
on community-oriented primary care literally.
In fact, when Dr. Paul Nutting
edited Community-Oriented Primary Care,
he sought out three Marshall authors:
Walker, Dr. Gregory Wagner, and Dr.
Daniel Doyle, a volunteer faculty member.
''All three of them are very notable people in this particular field,'' says
Nutting, now director of the Division of
Primary Care, an arm of the federal
Agency for Health Care Policy and
Research . The book almost immediately
sold out, and has since been reprinted
by the University of New Mexico Press
for use as a textbook and resource.
Marshall's activities are not just
community-oriented but ''communityintegrated" as well, deeply rooted in
local communities through partnerships
forged there .
"Marshall helped to pioneer the
affiliation with primary care centers
which is now being offered as an
educational prototype by the Kellogg
Foundation's major national initiative,"
says Walker.
The reigning "Outstanding Rural
Health Practice in America" - the Lincoln Primary Care Center - is a premier
example. Together, the people of Hamlin

Other scholars draw on the work of Marshall faculty, as the
Science Citation Index reflects. Marshall research on health and
illness in small- and medium-sized communities has been c~ted
in dozens of publications including the Journal '!' the Amer!can
Medical Association, the Journal of Family Practice, Preventive
Medicine and the Chinese Medical Journal.
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and the medical school are doing what
mainline medicine would call impossible: providing this town of fewer than
1,200 with seven-day-a-week medical
care complete with visiting specialists.

I

"MARSHALL U NIVERSITY
HAS REALLY LED THE
country in some of its programs."
GLEN F. AUKERMAN , M.D.
past president of the American Academy of
Fa mily Physicians

Two new Marshall programs particularly caught Aukerman's eye at a
state family physician meeting last year:
the Rural Physician Associate Program,
adapted from a University of Minnesota
program, and Partners in Prevention.
Both pu t stu dents out in the field with
rural physicians' the RPAP program for
nine full months and "Partners" for
special health projects.
"Much of the discussion at the
meeting was on those programs and
how important they are to West Virginia,"

he recalls . "It struck me that they are
very important to the whole country."
So impressed was Aukerman that
he arranged to visit Marshall and even
considered joining its faculty.
Still newer is Marshall's fellowship program in rural family practice.
The program will take family physicians
who want additional rural experiences
and match them with non-profit health
agencies in rural communities . Marshall's
resources will be available to assist both
the fellows and their community health
organizations, tipping the scales toward
long-term success for both.
In addition, Marshall and the
state 's other health profession schools
have joined forces in two multi-milliondollar programs with national implications for rural health. West Virginia's
Kellogg Initiative, using Marshall's concept of affiliated primary care centers, is
one of six exploring ways to tailor medical education to the needs of underserved groups. The Caperton Plan
focuses on improving health services in
rural areas.
Both programs provide students
with even more opportunities to learn

(Photo by Lee Bernard of The Herald-Dispatch)

Marshall ranked No. 2 nationally in 1991 in the percentage of students entering
family practice residencies , and its Family Practice Club has achieved national
prominence for its high participation rate and activities. Here, members tour a
Mingo County coal mine to better understand the work-related problems of their
future patients.
12 • Marshall Alumnus

alongside successful rural doctors.
Marshall received national recognition for its Combined Residency/
Practice Program, believed to be
responsible for more years of physician
service to rural areas than any program
except the National Health Service Corps.
amed the "Outstanding Rural
Health Program in America" for 1988,
this first-of-its-kind program places residents in rural communities and provides a coordinated framework for
alternating a primary-care residency
with full-time practice.
Word gets around .
When Texas was on the brink of
a statewide push to increase rural medical education, one person medical education leaders called was Bob Walker.
"We knew Marshall was doing
some innovative things in communitybased medical education," says Claudia
Siegel of the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board. "I called the
National Rural Health Association and
asked what other states were doing significant things in medical education and
rural health care and they highly
recommended Dr. Walker. "
Walker carries the torch for rural
health to widely varying audiences, from
the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine
to the American Cancer Society to the
prestigious Council of Deans of the
Association of American Medical Colleges.
Wherever he goes, people have
questions. "They want to know how
we are so successful in getting people
to enter family practice, since we're
usually at least three times the national
average," he says. "They want to
know how we integrate rural health
and primary care into a basic medical
curriculum. They want to know how
our family practice residency fills so
consistently when most in the East are
having grave problems recruiting . And
they want to know how we accomplish
what is being accomplished on such
few resources compared to other medical schools."

Stacking
UP

Jeffrey Human, director of the federal Office of Rural Health Policy, last
summer told the U.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging that eight strategies appear successful in increasing
the number of physicians destined for
rural areas.
How does Marshall stack up?
1. "We can reach rural kids with scien-

All Marshall medical students spend
time working and learning in rural
communities. Here, students perform
screenings at a Logan health fair.

tific aptitude well before they are ready to
apply for college or other health
professions' education programs."
Marshall's medical recruiting
effort reaches into the state's
secondary schools through
scientific programs and career
fairs. "We want students to
realize that medical careers are
attainable for them," says Gay
Jackson, director of Marshall's
recruiting program. Marshall
also developed a Pre-Enrichment Program to prepare /~ /
/
incoming students with less
technical backgrounds for
the rigors of medical school.
2. "We can do a better job of admitting

through their residencies and match them
to rural communities in need."
The Combined Residency/Practice Program starts at the beginning
of the residency years to
match compatible physicians
and communities. Here, too,
the fellowship program
helps link talents with community needs .
7. "We need more interdiscipli-

nary training programs."

·•

rural residents to medical schools. "
Marshall maintains close recruiting
ties to colleges in the state's smaller
communities. It also gives preference
to rural residents during the admissions process.
3. "We can reshape medical curriculums

to emphasize community practice equally
with hospital practice."
Marshall students are exposed to both
community- and hospital-based role
models early in their education. After
they finish two years of classroom
work, medical students start the
patient-care portion of their education
with two weeks in an outpatient practice. Opportunities for rural,
community-based electives abound,
and Marshall's well-known international medicine program also gives
interested students the chance to practice rural medicine in other cultures.
4. "We need to offer preceptored clerkships

to medical students to serve under board

has provided a variety of informal
support services to physicians. Now
with its rural family practice fellowship program, the school is helping to
nurture both promising rural physicians and productive rural practices.
6. "We need to follow medical students

certified rural physicians in rural areas as
part of their undergraduate medical
education."
Every fourth-year Marshall student
must complete at least four weeks of
family practice or emergency medicine
in rural West Virginia. Physicians
around the state act as preceptors for
this program. In addition, Marshall
places selected students in rural clinics
for nine full months of their third year
of training.
5. "We need and we can have medical

schools without walls. By this I mean medical schools that extend their training and
development activities outward to support
rural physicians throughout the state, and
help keep rural physicians in practice. "
Marshall has long provided continuing
medical education to rural physicians
through outreach conferences, a home
video continuing education program,
and statewide teleconferences with
downlinks at rural hospitals. It also

The Kellogg Initiative of
which Marshall is a part
places a premium on such
programs: all students of
medical, nursing, dentiitry
and pharmacy schools will
receive part of their education together in rural settings.
8. "We can solve other health professions

shortages in rural areas as well, with
similar strategies."
West Virginia first must develop a
broad base of educational opportunities for mid-level health professionals
such as nurse practitioners, physician
assistants and nurse midwives.
Accordingly, Marshall's School of
Nursing has developed the state's
only graduate-level family nurse
practitioner program. The School of
Medicine acts as a training site for
physician assistant students from
Alderson-Broaddus College. Through
a contract with the state Health
Department, Marshall developed the
West Virginia Nurse Midwifery Education Program (which will open in
Charleston this year) and has
recruited 20 nurse midwives to West
Virginia through .the Local Availability
Project.
Beverly W. McCoy

Marshall's unique program combining residency with practice in an underserved
area was the nation's top rural health program in 1988.

''IT SEEMS TO ME THAT AS
MUCH AS ANYPLACE IN
the country the program at Marshall
has really, seriously tried to give students an accurate and positive impression that rural practice is possible,
rewarding, needed, and a good career.
Many of the training programs across
the country have done just the
opposite."
TOM DEAN , M.D.
past president of National Rural
Health Association and a family
practitioner in South Dakota

Bob Walker firmly believes that a
career in rural medicine is a career
worth wanting. So do the faculty who
work alongside him, many of whom
tore themselves reluctantly from satisfying rural practices in order to teach . So
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do the deep ranks of volunteer faculty,
some of whom sport Ivy-League
diplomas on the walls of their thriving
rural clinics .
Students aren't just told the value
of rural practice: they see it in the role
models who surround them.
Statistics show that a high percentage of those who enter medical
school with plans to specialize in family
practice are pulled off course by the
lure of high-tech subspecialties. For
Marshall graduate Jim Banks, the situation was reversed.
" I was planning to go into neurology or neuropathology," he recalls.
" Through the strength of the Department of Family and Community Health
I found that family physicians can be
very competent in a wide array of

medical care, that you can have academic minds in family practice."
Banks credits his decision to
change career paths to the support of
faculty role models. "They gave me
insight into family practice and solidified that that was what I wanted to do:
delivering care to people, taking a
stance toward improving community
health, and getting involved in the
whole issues of access to care, healthcare policies and the politics of medicine," he says.
Today, he seeks to be the same
kind of role model to the young doctors
he works with as director of the family
practice residency program at the
University of Kentucky, a program Bob
Walker describes as the most prestigious of its kind in the nation.

"ONE
THIN G
I GOT
FROM MARSHALL IS AN
awareness of cost-consciousness and
appropriate technology. Another
thing is an appreciation of communityoriented primary care, and tha t's
something we've tried to transplan t
from Marshall to here."
ROGER KIMBER , M.D.
associate director of fam ily and
community medicine residency program
at Lancaster (Pa.) General Hospital

A cornerstone of Marshall 's program is acceptance of rural realities .
"In my practice experience in
Lincoln County, we sometimes had to

' make do, ' not because services were
unavailable but because patients could
not afford high-tech procedures," says
Kimber, a former Marshall faculty
member. "Sometimes we had to figure
out how to do something as an outpatient procedure because patients
couldn ' t afford or didn ' t want to have
care performed at the hospital."
This pragmatism has led to a variety of innovative solutions.
An early example is a comprehensive prenatal care program offered to
Lincoln County women as a pilot project by the Lincoln Primary Care Center, the state Health Department, and

Marshall. This stunningly successful
program was credited with helping cut
the infant mortality rate in Lincoln
County from far above the national
average to below it. Today, according
to Kimber, Pennsylvania is starting a
similar program .
Marshall also helps rural hospitals
that must change their role to survive the
economic battering of recent years. It
helped West Virginia become one of five
states to receive federal grants to transform
independent rural hospitals into networks
of feeder primary-care hospitals and
" full-service " hospitals. As a result,
Marshall will help identify these new

A model for
community health
The new Lincoln Primary Care Center
is "a dream that this community put into
action," says director Gerry Stover.
That dream became reality when the
center moved into its new $690,000
building in 1991. Another dream came
true when the National Rural Health
Association named the center the
nation's Outstanding Rural Health
Practice, an award rarely given to
practices east of the Mississippi.
"It's an extraordinary facility, and I' m
delighted that the NRHA was able to give
it an award," says Dr. Fred Mosko!, the
group's president. "It's one of the
most impressive places I've been ."
For the LPCC, the key word is
community.
Community leaders banded together
in the 1970s to start the center in a
converted store creatively adapted for
medical use.
As the center began to outgrow its
first home, community leaders
assessed what the new needs were.
Employees designed the building. People in the community supervised

The national-award-winning Lincoln Primary Care Center believes in the
" sharin ' of the green " : more than a dozen members of its staff and board of
directors are Marshall alumni or have family members who are. Shown here are
Gerry Stover (B.B.A. '77), Dr. Gregory Elkins (M.D. '88), Dr. William Artrip Ill
(B.S. '77, M.A. '80), Joan Gore Elkins (A.S.N. '78), Tina Prichard Lambert (A.A.S.
'81), Marcia Casto (B.A. '88), and Carolyn Castleberry Turley (B.S.N. '83)

the construction . The result is a modern, 17,500-square-foot facility with 16
general exam rooms, two trauma
rooms, a specialty room, library, physicians' offices and a residents' call
room . The county's ambulance service
is located in an attached garage.
The busy center, which operates 364
days a year, had 29,000 patient visits
in 1991.
''A lot of people down here take
tremendous pride in this place," Stover
says. " The award magnified things
for people . They were already proud,
and now they're even more proud

because it received national recognition."
Gov. Gaston Caperton and other
top state officials went to Lincoln
County to officially sign the "Caperton Plan" legislation providing $6 million statewide for service initiatives
through the state's medical schools.
" They described the Lincoln Primary Care Center as a model of what
the Caperton Plan and the Kellogg
Initiative are trying to achieve, with
the cooperation of Marshall and its
integration into the community,"
Stover recalls .
Beverly W. McCoy
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primary-care hospitals, as well as provide technical assistance and training.

I

" T HIS IS A LOCAL INITIATIVE SERVING LOCAL
needs, but be sure it is also a national
statement ."
IRWIN REDLENER , M.D.,
president of the Children 's Health Fund

Given the close kinship between
family practice and rural health, it is
not surprising that most of Marshall's
rural initiatives spring from the Department of Family and Community
Health: the nation's first rural geriatrics
demonstration project, the American
Cancer Society's first rural model
prevention project, one of the earliest
offices of rural health research.
Other departments also play
important roles. In an ever-moving

country dance of ideas and alliances
and services, Marshall adapts to meet
the needs of rural West Virginia.
"I've got three more departments
knocking on my door with new programs," says Gerry Stover, director of
the Lincoln Primary Care Center.
Specialists ranging from cardiologists to
occupational therapists quietly work
their way to numerous communities
that desperately need their services.
The newest service to hit the road
is a pediatric clinic on wheels, a project
of the Children's Health Fund, Valley
Health Systems, U.S . Sen. Jay Rockefeller and Marshall. Starting in January, the clinic has been departing from
comparatively "metropolitan" communities such as Wayne (population 1,495)
to deeply rural areas. "We need lifelines from wherever care is to where
people live," says Redlener.
Dr. Timothy K. Thomas,
a family practice
resident , pays a house
call on Anna West of
Huntington as part of an
ongoing home-visit
program.
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"IN EVERY CULTURE, WHAT
IT TAKES IS SOMEONE
willing to be a disposable leader, to
step out in front and be shot at.
Whether it's John F. Kennedy or Martin Luther King, Bob Walker, Linda
Savory or Mike Lewis, West Virginia
appears to have those leaders willing
to take risks ."
DR. GLEN AUKERMAN
of t he American Academy
of Family Physicians

A number of Marshall representatives are accepting national leadership
roles in the struggle to improve primary
care, which Dr. Tom Johnson of Michigan State considers a genuine contribution to the cause.
Dr. Linda Savory, assistant dean
for curriculum and evaluation, keeps a
high profile in the area of alternative
rural learning experiences . Elizabeth
Devereaux, associate professor of psychiatry, recently helped a federal
agency develop guidelines for treating
depressed outpatients in primary-care
settings. The list goes on.
"There's no question that Dr.
Walker is one of the most articulate,
forceful and dedicated spokesmen for
the needs of rural communities, and
he's not just a spokesman: he's a
doer," says Dr. Tom Dean of the
National Rural Health Association.
Walker was part of panel of rural
health experts tapped by the Office of
Technology Assessment of the U.S .
Congress to help prepare Health Care in
Rural America, a broad-based analysis of
status and needs .
"That report has had fairly broad
use as a reference book, and it has
actually found its way into public
libraries, not just universities and medical schools," says Elaine J. Power, project director for the study. "We've had
a tren:iendous number of congressional
requests for it, and some of the options
and language have been used in congressional debates." The project probably influenced Congress' decision to

be accomplished if people work
together," says Walker .
"If it can be done in Hamlin by
' people power,' I think it can be done
anywhere else."
But first things first : no system
can survive without providers.

" THE INFORMATION I
HA VE ABOUT MARSHALL
suggests that it's one of the more
innovative institutions in bringing
people, primarily physicians, into
rural areas .... It's pretty clear a lot of
people recognize Marshall as a leader
in rural education."
FRED MOSKOL, M.D.
president of the
National Rural Health Association

MU graduate Mike Kilkenny (B.A. '75, M.D. '82, M.S. '91) has a thriving rural
practice with Valley Health Systems in Wayne.

expand the National Health Service
Corps, she adds.
The collective impact of these
leaders and their ideas may eventually
reach far beyond rural America.

"I THINK THAT WHEN PEOPLE DO FINALLY IDENTIFY
a health-care plan for America, it will
probably look a lot like what has been
developed for rural America: an efficient, outcome-oriented, effective and
cost-effective plan that makes the best
use of our available resources and still
tries to protect the free choice of
Americans."
DR. BOB WALKER of Marshall

" I think that is more and more
what it seems like the country is
interested in: a health-care system that
may be more oriented toward prevention, toward primary care, toward

health education, toward taking more
responsibility for one's own health,
with less duplication of energies and
resources," says Walker.
Even in rural areas - perhaps
especially in rural areas - such a program must be rooted in teamwork. " No
single profession or agency or organization can do this by themselves," he
says. Success relies on a broad base of
leadership drawn from health professio nals, community leaders, people
who are involved with the environment, workplace representatives .
A recipe, in fact, that sounds a lot
like the Marshall/Hamlin partnership
that has made the Lincoln Primary Care
Center so effective.
''As I look back on Hamlin, one of
the lessons we' ve learned is that if you
empower a small rural community even one that has not had a lot of financial
resources, even one that has had very poor
health indices - a tremendous amount can

"When someone asks me about
Marshall, I usually respond, 'Those
folks really know what they're doing,"'
says Dr. Moskal.
He is particularly impressed by a
program that brings students from
Tulane and Vanderbilt universities to
the Lincoln center. " How that happens
is beyond me," he says. "More universities need to start more of those collaborative arrangements.
"What Marshall offers, frankly, is
an alternative that could be integrated
into a lot of established medical
schools."
Gradually, academic medicine is
making a place for rural concerns, says
Dr. Dean .
" I think that Marshall has done
as much as anybody and more than
most in really showing students that
rural practice is both possible and
rewarding . We clearly need to get this
message out. Other programs are
beginning to pick up on it.
"It's very nice to have some success stories to point to ."

Story by Beverly W. McCoy
Photos by Rick Haye
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The Evan elist
Outside West Virginia, Dr. Robert
B. Walker is known as one of the
nation 's premier evangelists for rural
health care.
But in Hamlin and Lincoln County,
he's Doc Walker, friend, neighbor and
the doctor who makes house calls and
practices what he preaches .
House calls? That's right . In fact,
Walker thinks they ' re an absolute
necessity .
"I simply can't understand how any
doctor can treat patients effectively
without making house calls," said
Walker, the former medical director of
the Lincoln Primary Care Center and
the guru of Marshall's rural medicine
program.
Walker was a country doctor before
country doctoring became trendy . He
was espousing the joys of rural medicine years before he became chairman
of the Marshall University School of
Medicine's Department of Family and
Community Health.
Walker is a native of what he calls
"a Florida suburb. I wasn't raised in
the country, but I used to spend my
summers on a Roane County, W.Va.,
farm and fell in love with the state in
my youth."
When he decided to join the National
Health Service Corps, a program of the
U.S. Public Health Service to provide physicians to medically underserved regions,
he asked for an assignment in West
Virginia.
It was then that Lincoln County became
his new home . After his duty with the
corps ended, he stayed on to lead the work

Walker
practices
what he
preaches
By DAVE PEYTON
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at the health center located in an
abandoned store.
Today, Lincoln County sports a
health center in a brand new building, operated by a local board and
self-sustaining . It proves, Dr .
Walker said, that any community
in West Virginia can have similar
success in the area of primary care
medicine .
Walker doesn' t consider himself
a missionary to people who are in
desperate need of health care.
" I've found that people who go
from suburban areas to rural areas
as missionaries usually get tired of
it and leave. For me, there are definite advantages to practicing
medicine in rural areas that you
simply can't find elsewhere."
But, he admits, some in the medical establishment tend to frown on
and even make fun of physicians
who practice in rural areas.
" We're sometimes looked upon
as second-class citizens, " he said.
That' s why he's trying to overcome the reticence among medical
school students to consider rural
practice with big doses of rural
medicine training and exposure at
the Marshall medical school.
He will not be satisfied, he said, until

Dr. Robert B. Walker, chairman of the
Marshall School of Medicine's Department of Family and Community
Health, holds the award he received
as the state's outstanding faculty
member for 1989. The award,
presented by the Faculty Merit Foundation of West Virginia, carries with it
a $10,000 cash prize. Walker, who
joined Marshall's medical school in
1979, was the first Marshall faculty
member to receive the award.

every medical student at Marshall spends
nine months of his or her third year of medical education with a family practitioner in
rural West Virginia.
And he grinned widely when he said he
knows it's working. The medical school's
Rural Physician Associate Program, which
began slowly, almost haltingly, is growing
every day. Next year, he said 11 students
have asked to be assigned to work with rural
physicians. That may be more students than
there are rural physicians willing to accept
the assistants.
'The students who go through the program return with marvelous stories about
how much they learned and how rewarding
it is. They tell the other students and now,
about one-fourth of them want to be in the
program;' Walker said.
'We don't need to be heavily into medical
research at Marshall University;' he noted.
'We need to be producing doctors who will
practice in West Virginia, the second most
rural state in the nation by some standards.
A recent federal survey showed that 47 of
West Virginia's 55 counties are medically
underserved. That makes it clear what the
Bob Walker, left, and Dr. Dan
Peterson examine a patient.

mission of the medical schools in this state
ought to be:'
And that's why he continues doing what
he came to West Virginia to do nearly 15
years ago -- practice rural medicine.
The fact that he makes house calls fits
more into the kind of lifestyle rural people
want. And, the physician said, it makes
treatment easier.
"City doctors may live in one community,
have their office in another community, see
patients from yet another community and
send their patients to hospitals in yet another
community. I don't know how anyone can
treat patients successfully under those conditions;' he said.
He has learned as much from the people
he treats as they have from him, Walker said.
'1 have learned that older people, in rural
America at least, aren't really too concerned
about how long they live. But they're concerned with haw they live. They want to live
the best life they can and when it's time for
them to die, they want to die with dignity.
They're not interested in the high-tech kind
of medicin~1 that will keep them alive beyond
th time they're supposed to live:'
He's also learned that rural doctors don't
have to be concerned as much about social
service workers as physicians in the cities.

'There's an informal system of social services in rural areas that doesn't exist elsewhere. There's always a preacher or a
neighbor, a close friend or a relative available to provide the kinds of services that paid
social service workers usually perform in the
cities:'
For these and many other reasons, Walker
said that, for all its problems, the rural way
of life is simply a better way of life, especially
for doctors who are respected in the rural
communities they serve.
'1 don't worry about medical malpractice
suits. The people I serve aren't into that. And
the tradeoffs for a physician living in a rural
area make it incredibly attractive. If I live in
a rural community and treat the plumber's
daughter in the middle of the night, that
plumber is going to break his neck to get to
my house in the middle of the night if I have
a busted water pipe:'
Country doctoring is far from a spartan
existence, Walker said. It's exciting and
rewarding. And once medical students get
over the condescending attitude urban doctors often have about rural doctors, Walker
believes many of them can find exactly what
they're looking for in rural medical practices.
Walker's enthusiasm is catching and has
spread beyond the bounds of the Marshall
medical school.
"Concern for rural medical care is definitely
in right now in America;' Walker said. 'Were
going to make the most of that at Marshall
University, but it's not going to be a passing
interest for us. The long-term goal is to prepare medical school students to work in rural
areas. Gov. (Gaston) Caperton is extremely
interested in rural health care and that can
mean nothing but good things for rural West
Virginia and Marshall University:'
Trends come and go, Walker said, but the
joys of being a country doctor remain . And
in the end, he said, the delights and satisfaction of providing medical care to rural people will sell rural practices to aspiring doctors
if only they are introduced to the experience
during the medical school career.
And who better to do that than a doctor,
such as Walker, who practices what he
preaches?

Dave Peyton is a 1970 Marshall graduate and is a
columnist for The (Huntington) Herald-Dispatch.
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Couple seeks answers
to climatic changes
through ice core study
At a
-

glance, there is nothing about Lonnie

Thompson that evokes Indiana Jones.
There

is

nothing

rakish,

nothing

reckless,

nothing to suggest that in his soul, there is a
kinship with the archeologist adventurer of the
silver screen.
Outside of Ohio State University's venerable
Mendenhall
of

the

Byrd

headquarters
slight,

Laboratory
Polar
a

Research

couple

bespectacled

and

of

the

Center's

miles

scientist

corridors

goes

away,

new
the

generally

unrecognized and unnoticed.
But in a

far-flung community of researchers

trying to fathom the workings of the Earth's
climate system, Lonnie Thompson has become

one of the huge figures of his generation,
known for scrambling to the tops of
glaciers unreachable by helicopter, for following professional mountaineers across
crevasses and ice cliffs and for backpacking solar-powered drilling equipment to
retrieve huge core samples of ice that fell
as snowflakes hundreds of centuries ago .
The quest for his own Lost Ark has
taken him from the top of the Peruvian
Andes to wind-swept ice domes in China
and Tibet. He has extracted priceless
records of the Earth's ancient climate, fossilized in ice caps on four continents, and
become a prolific contributor to scientific
journals that provide the underpinning for

Lonnie Thompson and his wife , Ellen
Mosley-Thompson , who team up on
research , hold ice core samples that
yield valuable data on global warming . (Photo courte,sy of The Ohio State
University)
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Tent cities, such as this one on the
Dunde Ice Cap in the north central
Tibetan Plateau, are living quarters
for "up to two months" while scientists conduct their research.

Parting company with most of his
colleagues, Thompson has
concentrated on high-altitude glaciers
in the tropics and subtropics where
ice core drilling gives a more
detailed record of the time man has
inhabited the Earth.
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the worldwide debate over global
warming.
While most of his colleagues in ice
research have concentrated on huge
projects in the polar regions, Thompson,
his wife, Ellen Mosley-Thompson, and collaborators from China, Peru and the
former Soviet Union have pursued a
daunting, sometimes lonely, and, some
have thought, quixotic agenda .
From the perpetually frozen wilderness, he has hauled out tons of ice cores
on muleback, snowmobiles and manhauled sleds, then trucked them across the
hot and sandy Gobi Desert and through
the shady South American rain forests on

Areas where the Thompsons have been or
are involved with research.

their way to a freezer at Ohio State.
Roughly the diameter of a baseball,
the cores are extracted with hollow-bit
drills turned by hand, solar power or
generators run by snowmobile motors. Cut
into three-foot sections, the cores are
packed in specially designed cylinders and
protected by insulated boxes and dry ice
to keep them frozen on their long journey
to Ohio .
Remarkably, Thompson has never
lost a core, although he has come close.
And for insurance, he melts one core at the
drilling site, carefully labeling the samples.
If some disaster destroyed the remaining
cores he could at least analyze the chemis-

try of the water.
Once the cores arrive at the Byrd
Center, band saws slice the priceless fossils of the Earth 's atmosphere into elegant
slivers whose oxygen and hydrogen isotopes record passing ages, centuries and
seasons. Within the molecules of air are
contaminants left behind both by man and
by nature - sulfur from great volcanic
eruptions; cosmic debris from periodic disturbances on the sun; traces from the Dust
Bowl of the 1930s; strontium, cesium and
iodine from nuclear weapons explosions in
the 1940s, '50s and '60s; lead; pesticides,
and rising levels of carbon dioxide from the
combustion of coal, oil, gas and wood.

But what most interests scientists
around the world nowadays is the tale told
by the oxygen in the ice cores .
Around the clock in a new Byrd Center laboratory, a computer-driven mass
spectrometer measures the ratio of two
different oxygen isotopes captured in the
ice: oxygen-16, with eight neutrons and
eight protons in its nucleus , and
oxygen-18, which has two extra neutrons.
Ice rich in oxygen-16 is the legacy of
snow that fell in relatively warm periods.
Conversely, a higher ratio of oxygen-18
marks low-temperature precipitation.
Scientists h<;lve long recognized the
value of ice as an archive . But the work of
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Thompson and other ice-core researchers
assumed dramatic new urgency five years
ago when French scientist Claude Lorius
showed a direct correlation between temperatures, as revealed by the oxygen isotopes, and the atmosphere's content of
carbon dioxide.
Analysis of an ice core drilled by
Soviet scientists in Antarctica showed that
over a period of 160,000 years, temperature and carbon dioxide levels had risen
and fallen in harmony .
It was the beginning of the great
global warming debate .
Since 98% of the world's 200,000
glaciers are located in the Earth's polar
regions, it is hardly surprising that this is
where investigation of the ice record has
focused.
But Thompson, parting company
with most of his colleagues, has concentrated instead on high-altitude glaciers in
the tropics and subtropics, reasoning that
more important information is to be had
there than from the much deeper cores in
Greenland and Antarctica .
The heavier mountain snowfalls
make it possible to retrieve records of
higher resolution than in the deep cores
of Greenland and Antarctica, where the climate is relatively arid and density of the
ice compresses centuries into scant inches.
Whereas the deep polar cores spanning tens of thousands of years reveal the
ebb and flow of the ice ages, Thompson's
glacier ice amounts to a more detailed record of the time man has inhabited the
Earth.
Having grown up in Gassaway,
W.Va. , during a boom in the coal industry, Thompson studied geology at Marshall
University in his home state, then moved
on to Ohio State expecting to become a
coal geologist. But not long after entering
graduate school, he had his first chance to
visit Antarctica, where he helped collect ice
samples and analyze their dust content.
Thompson married his West Virginia
sweetheart, Ellen Mosley, who was then
working toward her own Ph .D. in geography, and they took up ice research in collaboration. Between his trips to glaciers
over the succeeding years, she has taken
part in landmark drilling projects in both
24 • Marshall Alumnus

Greenland and Antarctica.
Ten years before Lorius published
his stunning paper on te mperature and
carbon dioxide, Thompson 's Ohio State
team, backed by the National Science
Foundation and the National Geographic
Society, launched a long-term effort to
recover a 1,000-year climate record from
the Quelccaya ice cap in Peru .
For a time, it appeared that his career
as a big-time climate researcher would be
brief.
When Peruvian Air Force helicopters
tried to deliver his drilling equipment to
the 18,600-foot Quelccaya summit in 1979,
they encountered violent drafts in mountain passes, causing the aircraft to pitch
and drop so violently that pilots found it
impossible to land.
But Thompson was undaunted .
Four years later, he took a truck convoy to
the end of the road in the foothills, then
proceeded for a day and a half on foot,
with the help of professional mountaineers, 40 horses and 17 porters.
Finally, from a base camp on the
edge of the glacier at 17,000 feet, the group
hauled to the summit a solar-powered drill
and 48 panels to convert sunlight into electricity. Each day thereafter, for nearly two
months, the drilling party made the round
trip to work through the daylight hours.
Using power from the sun, the crew
drilled two cores, one 538 feet deep and
going back 1,500 years. It was the first
high-resolution ice core ever taken from
the tropics, only a few hundred miles
south of the Equator.
Among other things, the record revealed that the "Little Ice Age" that
descended upon Europe from the 16th to
the 19th centuries was not a local
phenomenon but a result of atmospheric
changes that influenced the Southern
Hemisphere as well as the Northern .
The Quelccaya experience was also
a lesson in the importance of preparation.
Since then, Thompson has carried
out careful " dry runs" before every expedition, chiefly to assure that he can get his
precious cores home safely to the freezer
at Ohio State.
But there are still close calls. After
one survey trip to the Dunde ice cap in

eastern Tibet in 1986, Thompson arrived
in Los Angeles on a Friday night and
watched in disbelief as the last of the baggage put aboard the plane in Beijing
arrived without a sign of his ice cores.
Airline checks at every intermediate
stop produced nothing . Finally, back at
home in Columbus and desperate,
Thompson made a direct call to the Beijing airport. An attendant on the other side
of the world was persuaded to make a personal search for the boxes and found them
still in the basement of the terminal - and
still frozen. They eventually reached the
Byrd Center intact.

' . . . in a far-flung community of
researchers trying to fa thom the
workings of the Earth's climate system,
Lonnie Thompson has become
one of the huge
figures of his generation ... '

Solar power was first used in 1983 to
drill ice cores, allowing recovery of
the cores without contaminating the
pristine environment. Two cores were
drilled to bedrock using the 48-panel
solar-powered unit that produced
2,000 watts of power. A 538-foot core
provided climatic records dating back
1,500 years.
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Laden with backpacks averaging 45
to 60 pounds, the team ascends to
the research site. Jeeps and trucks
take equipment to the end of the
road at the base of the Andes, then
horses and mules take the loads to
the base of the steep rock and/or ice
slopes. From that point, the team
must go on foot. In the Andes, as
here in Hualcan, this process may
take two to five days.
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The following year, he returned and
drilled three cores reaching through the
460-foot-thick cap in Tibet. One was cut
into thin sections in the field, with each
section melted, labeled, and sealed in sample jars as insurance. A second went to his
colleagues at the Lanzhou Institute of
Glaciology and Geocryology in China, and
the third was brought back to Beijing as the

sample core had been the year before.
Last year, Thompson returned to
both China and Peru to make final preparations for drilling programs to be conducted in 1992 and 1993.
A two-month expedition to the
Guliya ice cap in western China was his
second scouting trip to the summit of what
is believed to be the highest - 23,000 feet

Thompson's expeditions have
created the world's only archieve of
frozen climate records from
the Earth's lower latitudes.
- and thickest -1, 150 feet -lower latitude
ice cap in the world. It is also one of the
most remote .
On the first trip to the site in 1990,
Thompson 's 15-member party was on the
road 17 days from Lanzhou to the fringe
of the ice cap in the western Kunlun
Mountains. At night, they stopped at Chinese army bases, until their Land Rovers
left the motor road and struck out crosscountry for the last two days .
The preliminary trips have shown
that recovering the ice record from Guliya
next summer will be even more challenging than working on the Dunde ice capwhere horses fell through the snow, forcing members of the scientific party to act
as pack animals in hauling their equipment
to the summit.
From the Guliya base camp at 18,400
feet, it is 15 miles and a farther climb of
4,600 feet to the summit.
Consequently, snowmobiles with
specially designed carburetors for high altitudes will be used to travel between the
drilling site and the base camp. And since
the nearest medical facility will be more
than five days away, the party will be outfitted with a medical kit, including equipment for dental surgery, and will carry
portable hyperbaric chambers to deal with
altitude sickness . The inflatable chamber
eliminates the need to take along heavy
tanks of oxygen . A member of the party
stricken by effects of high altitude can be
zipped inside and a pump increases the
pressure to the equivalent of about 10,000
feet.
New techniques have been developed to keep a pair of 1, 150-foot, 5-ton ice
cores frozen for the five days it will take

to reach a freezer in the town of Kashgar.
Back-up vehicles will be taken along to prevent a potential mechanical breakdown
from producing a disaster.
Two months after returning from
western China last June, Thompson was
back in the Andes on a second expedition
to look over two new sites for drilling in
1993.
With scientists from the Peruvian
Geophysical Institute and the National
Meteorological and Hydrological Service,
he left behind in the Andes the two highest
satellite-linked weather stations on Earth,
which are now providing continuous information on local conditions.
Thompson ' s expeditions have
created the world's only archive of frozen
climate records from the Earth's lower latitudes and have led to regular publication
in scientific journals.
One of his most provocative reports,
co-authored with Ellen Mosley-Thompson
and John Bolzan of the Byrd Institute, concluded that temperatures in central Asia
have been warmer over the last 50 years
than at any time since the last ice age.
Results from the Andes have been
similar. After returning from a visit to
Quelccaya ice cap during last September' s
survey expedition to Peru, Thompson said
that he had found " the first clear evidence'
of unprecedented warming taking place in
tropical South America in the last decade ."
In just eight years after his first successful Andes expedition, changes that
were " large and disturbing" had taken
place. A shallow ice core and 177 water
samples are still being analyzed, but
important differences were unmistakable.
The largest glacier extending out of the ice

cap showed obvious signs of disintegration
since his last visit, and just 18 meters
beneath the summit where he drilled his
164-meter core in 1983, Thompson's drill
encountered a water table.
Early in 1992, he plans to publish a
more complete description of the evidence
of global warming in both China and Peru.
His findings from analyses of the oxygen
isotopes, he says, suggest that in both the
Northern and Southern hemispheres
"changes have taken place recently, and
they have been of a fairly large
magnitude."
Then after testifying before a Senate
committee, and trying out a new drill in

A helicopter lands on the summit of
Gregorien Ice Cap in the Tian Shan
Mountains in what was Kirghizia,
Soviet Union.

Alaska, he will return to China in June.
In times past, scientists studied ice
records by digging snow pits or sawing out
blocks of ice .
Deep drilling hit the big time in 1966
when scientists from the Army 's Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory took a 4,550-foot core from the Greenland ice sheet, drilling to the underlying
bedrock at Camp Century in northern
Greenland . Two years later, the same team
penetrated the Antarctic ice sheet, drilling
a core more than a mile long, and containing 50,000 years of climate history.
Subsequently, Soviet scientists took
a core at their Vostok research station in
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'The evidence is very clear in the
tropics and the subtropics that
warming is taking place . .. and the rate
of change seems to be increasing.'
--Lonnie Thompson
Danger is a constant companion to
the ice core researchers as they trek
to the drill site. Crevasses,
avalanches, lightning accompanying
snow storms, and high altitude
sickness are among the hazards.
Huascaran in the Andes is the
highest tropical mountain on the
Earth (20,000 feet) and the oxygen in
the air is about half that in
Huntington and other lower altitudes.
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Antarctica going back 160,000 years or
more, providing the material for Lorius'
landmark analysis .
Next summer, U.S . and European
scientists will return for their third season
working at neighboring drilling sites atop
the Greenland ice sheet, seeking to obtain
10,000-foot cores to bedrock. The U.S.
team, led by University of New Hampshire
scientist Paul Mayewski, who was completing his Ph.D. at Ohio State when
Thompson arrived at the graduate school,
was at 4, 953 feet at the end of its second
summer of drilling .
Once the Greenland core is finished,
the National Science Foundation plans to
move the drill, developed by its Polar Ice
Coring Office at the University of Alaska,
to Antarctica to work on the west Antarctic ice sheet.

There is evidence that the
vast sheet is diminishing and
prophets of doom have noted
that sea-levels would rise some 20
feet and swamp many of the
world's major cities if it broke up.
It is believed that the noted
shrinkage is due to local conditions rather than global warming,
but American scientists are anxious to know more about the age,
and, therefore, the stability, of
the great expanse of ice.
Thompson, nevertheless,
contends that the U.S. research
program has its priorities out of
order.
"It is truly amazing how
many drilling programs we have
had and how much we know
about the polar regions, '' he says,
"but the human population lives
in the lower latitudes, and in the lower latitudes there are a number of excellent sites
for drilling, where we can investigate
important climate phenomena such as the
monsoons and el nino, which have no great
impact on the polar regions.
"I did my Ph.D. thesis on the Camp
Century and Byrd cores, and we still do
work in the polar regions, but early on it
became obvious to me that we weren't getting any closer to understanding the climate system. We need to know how the
system works and it seemed that one of the
things that needed to be done was to look
at annual resolution climate records from
the tropics, the subtropics and the polar
regions over a period of time .
"At some of these tropical sites, if
we don't recover the records soon, they are
not going to be available to mankind, " he
says. ''The evidence is very clear in the
tropics and the subtropics that warming is
taking place. Many of the glaciers in the
tropics have disappeared in the last century, and the rate of change seems to be
increasing.
"Whether this is the greenhouse
effect or just natural variability in the system, you can still argue."
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Alumni Chapters

The Marshall University Alumni Association now has active or forming chapters in 22 areas. Anyone
in an area currently served by a chapter may contact the chapter or representatives listed below for more
information.
Alumni interested in starting a chapter in an area not currently represented should contact the Office
of Alumni Affairs, (304) 696-3134 or 696-2523. The office staff can research your area to determine the
number of alumni and friends available for a chapter. If the number is sufficient, the Alumni Director
and the Association' s Chapter Development Committee can help in the organizational work .
Anambra State (Nigeria)
Magnus C. Okoye '80 *
No . 10 Scott-White St.
Fegge-Onitsha, Anambra State
Nigeria, West Africa

Jacksonville, Fla.
Linda Turley Wilson
11396 Beecher Circle West
Jacksonville, FL 32223
(904) 262-8244

River Cities
John R. Frassinelli '87 *
P.O. Box 2162
Huntington, WV 25722
(304) 523-0428

Atlanta, Ga.
William C. " Bill" Price '62
1011 Ashebrooke Way
Marietta, GA 30068
(404) 565-2543

Logan, W.Va.
Nikki A. Bailey '73
39 Godby St.
Logan, WV 25601

South Florida
Rebecca G. Thacker '81 *
1200 North Atlantic Blvd. Apt. 403
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
(305) 566-4468

Bluegrass
Verona Graham Cumberledge ' 80 *
3363 Coldstream Drive
Lexington, KY 40517
(606) 272-4647
Central Florida
Erskine Barton '56 *
2271 Thunderbird Trail
Maitland, FL 32751-3744
(407) 645-4276

Louisville, Ky.
Pat Bodo Sazy ' 71 *
P.O . Box 20344
Louisville, KY 40220
(502) 452-2584
Mason-Gallia
Mario Liberatore *
18 Wakefield Road
Point Pleasant, WV 25550
(304) 675-3791

Southern West Virginia
Jane Beard-Fink '79
207 Jamescrest Drive
Beckley, WV 25801
(304) 253-7070
Space Coast
Sam Stanley '65
1535 Hannah Drive
Merritt Island FL 32952
(407) 453-3084

Central Illinois
Terry L. Myers '70 *
4414 Havenwood Drive
Decatur, IL 62526
(217) 875-5694

Mid-Ohio Valley
Craig McElhinny '66
12 Brown Ave .
Parkersburg, WV 26101
(304) 863-8650

Tampa-St. Petersburg
Robert L. " Bob" Krone '75 *
806 Belle Timbre Ave .
Brandon, FL 33511
(813) 654-1762

Central Ohio
David E. Fischer '81
1559 Denbigh Drive
Columbus, OH 43220-2657
(614) 457-3623

Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Marsha Dean Lawson '79
2907 Church St. #D-4
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 448-1042

Washington D.C. Metro, Area
Sally Shipley Burns '82
9101 Warren St.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 585-7652

Fort Myers, Fla
Richard Scott Beckett '84 *
12670 Equestrian Circle, Apt. 2201
Fort Myers, FL 33907
(813) 278-4608

North-Central WV (Clarksburg)
Michael Queen '89 *
P .O. Box 907
Clarksburg, WV 26301
(304) 624-4491

Greater Kanawha Valley
Marianne Kapinos Stonestreet '72
841 Chester Road
Charleston, WV 25302
(304) 342-0344

Richmond, Va.
C. Lynn Childers
1008 Borden Road
Richmond, VA 23229
(804) 282-5132
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Blue Ridge (Roanoke, VA)
Charleston, SC
Charlotte, NC
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